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MS Outlook vs. Lotus Notes: Simplicity vs. Advancement

If we start discussing about these two very popular and highly demanded email applications, there
will be end to the debate which one is best. This is because with their arrival, these email
applications sooner or later clutched their positions in corporate world for flawless and advanced
communication process. Now, as everything has its good points and bad points, so does these two
applications have. But in the race of favorite and preferred email application, Outlook manages to
stride one step ahead and wins over a racy application like Lotus Notes on the bases of its
simplicity, high availability and inexpensiveness factor.

Why and How NSF to PST Conversion can be Carried Out?

First of all, we will discuss about â€œWHYâ€• NSF to PST Conversion: Email applications completely
changes the look of communication and management of email database. Every email client stores
database in a file that has a specific file format. In Outlook, entire emails, contacts, calendars,
journals, notes and other email items get stored in PST file format whereas in Lotus Notes,
database gets stored in NSF file format of file. The need of conversion arises because PST file
database cannot be read in Lotus Notes due to different file formats.

Not â€œHOWâ€• NSF to PST Data Conversion: The conversion process of entire database is a risky
process if performed manually. Therefore, it is suggested to employ a commercial solution to
execute trouble-free and absolute NSF to PST Conversion (http://www.nsftopst.com/). If conversion
of database via external solution is important, then opting an apt tool also holds significance. The
best way to choose a right tool for conversion is to first freely know how to convert NSF to PST?

Why Free Conversion before Purchase is Crucial? When you start searching for a reliable NSF to
PST converter, you will get numerous options for conversion that will leave you in a confusing state.
To save yourself from situation of confusedness, freely know how to convert NSF to PST with the
freebie edition of the software that will be available on the website of the software itself. Opting for
free demo version will allow you to get along with software working, its interface and capability so
that you can invest your valuable money with confidence in a trustworthy tool for your database.

Free NSF to PST Converter : In online market, you can entrust Export Notes software that is a tried
and true solution to freely know how to convert NSF to PST via the trial version that is procurable
costless. With the testing edition, 15 email items per folder can be converted from NSF to PST
(http://www.convertnsftopst.net/) for satisfaction in software ability. Also, with the Remote
Installation Service added up with the software, you can acquire benefit of saving valuable money
by investing only for the amount of database that you want to convert.
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cost-effective solutions for user problems. Export Notes (http://www.lotusnotesexport.net/) software
is highly demanded and praised software application by the company that has helped users to
Freely Know How to Convert NSF to PST (http://www.exportnotes.com/convert-lotus-mailbox-to-pst)
reliably.
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